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The reaction16O(g* ,p2p) was studied with high energy resolution in the region of theD resonance at the
AmPS facility of NIKHEF. Photoproduction cross sections were extracted for 1p1/2 and 1p3/2 neutrons in16O
and the resulting pion and proton angular distributions are compared to model calculations by Lee, Wright, and
Bennhold. The proton angular distributions are well described by the nonlocal version of the model and allow
one to extract rms radii and spectroscopic factors for the 1p1/2 and 1p3/2 neutron shells. The same calculations
are in fair agreement with the pion angular distributions.
@S0556-2813~98!05812-9#

PACS number~s!: 25.20.2x, 21.60.2n, 27.20.1n
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many experiments and theoretical calculations in s
atomic physics have yielded a good understanding of
nucleon-nucleon interaction. However, the interaction
tween a nucleon and theD, which is aS5 3

2 , T5 3
2 baryon

resonance at an invariant mass of 1232 MeV, is less w
known. Studies of the nucleon-D interaction are rather diffi-
cult because theD is not a stable particle. The best way
study it experimentally is by comparingD production on a
nucleon toD production in a nucleus, and observe the su
sequent decay into a pion and a nucleon.

In the past pion-inducedD production on the free nucleo
has been extensively studied, followed by experiments
selected nuclei@1#. However, pion scattering experimen
mainly probe the surface region of the nucleus. In orde
study the high density region inside the nucleus~virtual!
photons of a few hundred MeV should be used, thus avo
ing the strong initial state interactions of the incoming pio

Lee, Wright, and Bennhold have developed a model
scribing the elementary process of photoproduction of a p
and a proton on a nucleus in the region of theD resonance
@2#. By comparing their model to previous experiments th
have shown that at backward pion angles the production
propagation of theD in a nucleus can be treated adequat
in the distorted wave impulse approximation~DWIA !. How-
ever, at backward angles with respect to the incoming pho
the photoproduction cross section exhibits little sensitivity
D propagation effects, whereas an enhanced sensitivit
expected at forward pion angles. Hence, a systematic s
of possible medium effects requires the comparison of
perimental results in both kinematic regimes with calcu
tions using the same quasifree approach. Possible effec
the nuclear medium can be mimicked in the calculations
changing the mass or width of theD, or by a change in the
E2/M1 ratio describing the excitation of theD. Previous
PRC 580556-2813/98/58~6!/3462~7!/$15.00
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experiments were unable to draw solid conclusions on
topic, because they did not probe the kinematic region wh
the D contribution is largest~at forward pion angles! or be-
cause of low statistics.

In this paper new experimental results are presented
electroproduction ofp2p pairs on16O in the region of theD
resonance. Photoproduction cross sections for the reac
16O(g,p2p) were extracted using virtual photon theory. Th
experiment was carried out with the AmPS facility
NIKHEF. We measured both the proton angular distributio
which gives information on the reaction mechanism a
probes the neutron wave functions in16O, and the pion an-
gular distribution, which is aimed at studyingD-propagation
effects inside the nucleus. The high resolution instrumen
tion developed for this experiment has been described
detail elsewhere@3#. In this paper the subject is introduce
by providing an outline of the theoretical framework that
used for the description of the (g,p2p) reaction~Sec. II!
and a review of earlier experiments~Sec. III!. In Sec. IV we
describe the present experiment and in Sec. V a comparison
of the measured angular distributions to calculations in
model of Lee, Wright, and Bennhold is given. Section
concludes the paper.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

The propagation and possible modification of theD reso-
nance in a nucleus involve the excitation of aD using—in
our case—an incident virtual photon beam. As the lifetime
the D is too short to detect it directly~10223 s; i.e., it will
propagate on average 3 fm before it decays!, two decay prod-
ucts are detected instead. In the present experiment the d
channel of theD, leading to a negatively charged pion and
proton, is examined by detecting a pion and a proton in
incidence.
3462 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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PRC 58 3463HIGH RESOLUTION 16O(g* ,p2p) EXPERIMENT . . .
A. Kinematics

In a relativistic description of the photoproduction rea
tion (g,p2p) energy and momentum conservation requi
that

Eg5Tp1~Tp1mp!1T15O1Ex1Q, ~1!

pW g5pW p1pW p1pW 15O , ~2!

where the quantitiesT, pW , andm(M ) denote the kinetic en
ergies, momenta, and rest masses of the proton (p), the pion
~p!, and the recoil nucleus (15O), respectively. The quantity
Ex denotes the excitation energy of the recoil nucleus and
Q value is defined asM15O1mp2M16O , which is closely
related to the binding energyEb of the neutron in16O, i.e.,
Eb5Q1mn2mp'Q. In these equationsEg is the energy of
the photon andpW g its momentum vector (Eg5upW gu).

The relevant kinematic observables of the reaction are
missing energyEm , which is defined as

Em5Eg2Tp2~Tp1mp!2T15O , ~3!

and the missing momentumpm , which is defined as the
negative of the recoil momentum:

pW m5pW p1pW p2pW g52pW 15O . ~4!

In the present experiment we are mainly interested
transitions leading to the ground state and first strongly
cited state of15O. The ground state transition corresponds
p2p photoproduction on a neutron in the 1p1/2 shell. In this
case the missing energyEm will be equal to theQ value of
the reaction~14.365 MeV!. The transition to the first strongly
excited state at 6.176 MeV corresponds top2p photopro-
duction on a neutron in the 1p3/2 shell and results inEm
520.541 MeV. The central kinematics for the reaction w
set such that both transitions were covered by the experim
tal energy acceptance. Excitation of the non-natural pa
doublet at 5.2 MeV in15O is expected to be negligibly sma
within the present experimental accuracy since the spec
scopic factors for the isobaric analog transitions in the re
tion 16O(e,e8p)15N are a factor of 20 smaller@10# than that
for the strong 1p3/2 transition.

B. „g,p2p… cross section

For a description of the cross section often the factori
DWIA formalism is used, as first developed for the (g,p2p)
reaction by Laget@4#. In this formalism the cross section
written as@5#

d5s

dTpdVpdVp
5ksgn→pp

c.m. uF l
Du2, ~5!

in which k is a kinematic constant including a recoil term
sgn→pp

c.m. the elementaryD-production cross section on a fre
neutron in the center-of-mass framework, andF l

D the dis-
torted momentum distribution of the neutron:

F l
D5E xp2

2~* !xp
2~* !eikWg•rWf l~rW !drW. ~6!
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In this equationx2(* ) is the distorted wave of the outgoin
proton or pion andf l the wave function of the neutron, with
orbital momentum quantum numberl .

The D-production cross sectionsgn→pp
c.m. includes, apart

from processes in which aD is excited, also processes whe
a pion and a proton emerge from the nucleus without
intermediateD being produced, the ‘‘Born terms’’~see Fig.
1!. The seagull term is required to maintain gauge invaria
when pseudovector coupling is used at theNNp vertex.

The relative contribution of theD term and the Born terms
depends on the chosen kinematics. Especially the pion a
with respect to the incoming photon is important. While
backward pion angles the Born terms dominate, theD and
Born terms are of equal size at forward pion angles. This
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, possible modifications
the D in the nucleus are best studied at forward pion ang

The factorized approach@i.e., Eq. ~5!# is based on the
assumption that theD-production mechanism and the fina
state interaction are decoupled. In general this assump
cannot be justifieda priori, and theD-production operator
should be included in the integral of Eq.~6!. For this reason
more recent DWIA calculations are not based on the fac
ization ansatz anymore. Our data are compared to suc
calculation, i.e., the work of Lee, Wright, and Bennhold@2#.
The ingredients of this calculation can be identified using
quantities defined in Eqs.~5! and ~6!.

~i! The full Blomqvist-Laget pion photoproduction oper
tor @6,7# was used@analogous tosgn→pp

c.m. in Eq. ~5!#.
~ii ! The pion optical potential of Carr, McManus, an

Stricker@8# was used for the evaluation of the pion distort
wave function, i.e.,xp2

2 in Eq. ~6!.

FIG. 1. Born terms in the pion production amplitude.

FIG. 2. Total cross section and the relative contributions of
Born andD terms as a function of the pion angle, evaluated in
factorized DWIA calculation using a modified version of the co
THREEDEE @5#.
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3464 PRC 58M. A. van UDEN et al.
~iii ! The global phenomenological optical potential
Schwandtet al. @9# was used for the evaluation of the proto
distorted wave functionxp

2 in Eq. ~6!.
~iv! Harmonic oscillator wave functions were used for t

bound-state wave functionf l . The normalization off l was
chosen so as to correspond to the observed reduction of
ton spectroscopic factors found in the reaction16O(e,e8p)
@10#. It is assumed thatNN correlations cause a similar re
duction of spectroscopic factors compared to independ
particle shell-model~IPSM! values for neutrons as for pro
tons.

In the calculation possible medium modifications are
glected, and only free production amplitudes are used.
cross sections for the reaction (g,p2p) were computed in
both the local and nonlocal formalisms@2#. In the nonlocal
model the momenta of the various particles enter
Blomqvist-Laget photoproduction operator, resulting in
six-dimensional integral in momentum space. In the lo
model the photoproduction operator is approximated b
local form that does not depend on the momenta of the v
ous particles, but only on their relative coordinates, result
in a conventional three-dimensional integral inr space.

In the past,D-hole model calculations were used to d
scribe pion-production experiments. TheD-hole model treats
the D excitation as the dominant process in the reaction
the propagator of theD ~and its associated hole! medium
effects can be introduced. This model was first applied
photoabsorption reactions by Koch, Moniz, and Ohtsu
@11#, and recent applications to the (g,p2p) reaction were
published by Sato and Takaki@12#. These calculations
showed that theD-hole effects are rather small for th
(g,p2p) reaction at 360 MeV. For that reason calculatio
in the D-hole model were not considered for the interpre
tion of the present data.

III. PREVIOUS EXPERIMENTS

Two experiments similar to the one presented in this
per were performed in the past. The first experiment stud
the reaction12C(g,p2p) at the Tomsk synchrotron@13#. In
this experiment the photon energy was 380 MeV, and
experiment was limited to one angular setting. The p
angle was fixed at a backward angle of 120° and the pro
angle at 20°. The large range of proton energies that w
included in the acceptance enabled the extraction of the c
sections for removal of bothp- ands-shell neutrons. The two
p states could not be separated because of a lack of en
resolution.

Comparison of the Tomsk data to calculations in the lo
DWIA framework presented above showed a reasona
agreement, while the full nonlocal calculation describes
data even better~see Ref.@2#!. As the cross section at back
ward pion angles is largely driven by Born terms, it is co
cluded that both the Born terms and the final-state interac
are well treated in the DWIA approach.

The second experiment was performed at MIT Bates@14#.
Here the out-of-plane cross section distribution was m
sured at pion angles of 64° and 120°, such that a poss
modification of theD-production and propagation mech
nism might be observed. The proton detector, placed un
40° and 20°, respectively, consisted of fiveDE-E scintilla-
ro-
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tors, which were placed in a vertical array covering out-
plane angles from222° to122° with respect to the photon
pion scattering plane. Low pion-proton coincidence count
rates made it necessary to integrate over a wide range of
energies. This makes comparison to other exclus
(g,p2p) experiments rather difficult and calculations rath
laborious. Calculations in the best~nonlocal! framework
were therefore not performed.

At the backward pion angle of 120° the local calculati
of the cross section shows a fair agreement with the data~see
Ref. @2#!. At the forward pion angle no agreement betwe
the data and the calculation is found, as the calculation o
estimates the data by about a factor of 4. Anad hocreduc-
tion of the in-mediumD mass by 5% brings the calculatio
much closer to the data@2#. Such a modification of theD
mass can be employed to include someD-medium effects in
a purely phenomenological way, but it does not have a ph
cal meaning by itself. One of the key issues to be addres
in the present experiment is the verification~or falsification!
of this observation, especially in view of the large systema
~30%! and statistical~50%! uncertainties of the MIT experi-
ment. In this respect one has to realize that a (g,p2p) co-
incidence experiment at a low duty factor beam, using
nonmagnetic detector~as used at MIT!, is at the edge of
possibilities in view of the high single count rates involve

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The experiment was performed in the EMIN experimen
area at NIKHEF. An almost continuous electron beam w
created by injecting 369 MeV electrons from the linear ele
tron accelerator MEA into the pulse stretcher ring AmP
@15#, which were subsequently extracted and guided to
target. The resulting average electron current was 7mA, the
macroscopic duty factor about 70%.

Instead of using a tagger magnet in order to create a p
real photon beam, the target was exposed to an elec
beam. In such a case, both real and virtual photons are
ated in the target itself. Tiator and Wright@16# have de-
scribed a formalism to extract photoproduction cross secti
from such electroproduction data using virtual phot
theory. A correction~of 4.7%! has been applied for the
amount of real photons contributing to the cross section~see
Ref. @17#!. The corresponding number of virtual photons
the top 10 MeV is 331012 photons/s at a beam energy
369 MeV and a current of 7mA. This number is more than
four orders of magnitude larger than available at a typi
photon-tagging facility. Because the shape of the virtual p
ton spectrum is well known, the (g,p2p) cross sections can
be extracted accurately from end-point fits to the measu
yield ~see Fig. 3!. The cross section shown results from
standard coincidence data analysis@3# that includes subtrac
tion of accidental coincidences and weighting by the det
tion volume.

The particles emerging from the target were detected w
the high-resolution two-spectrometer setup in the EMIN h
@18#. Protons were detected in the QDD spectrometer. Pi
were detected in the QDQ spectrometer, which was equip
with an aerogel Cˇ erenkov detector in order to discrimina
between pions and protons@3#. A correction was made for
decay of pions on their way from target to detector. Giv
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PRC 58 3465HIGH RESOLUTION 16O(g* ,p2p) EXPERIMENT . . .
the known flight path length of 7.64 m the fraction of pio
that reached the detector was calculated to range from
to 0.59, depending on pion momentum.

We used16O as a target nucleus since its double clos
shell structure facilitates the interpretation of the results
the wave functions are generally well known. A triple-fo
waterfall target was employed, which is described in m
detail in Refs.@3# and @19#. Making use of the well-known
magnetic properties of the spectrometers@18#, it was possible
to accurately determine the vertex point and thus to sepa
events that have occurred in the first, middle, or last f
Using an energy-loss calculation for each foil separately
achieved an overall missing-energy resolution of about
MeV. This allowed us to extract values for the cross sect
of individual states in the residual nucleus15O.

The target thickness was calibrated by measuring
cross section for elastic electron scattering on oxygen
scattered electron angle of 60°. This angle was chosen
cause the angular dependence of the cross section is a
flat in this region, resulting in a small error in the determ
nation of the target thickness. The measurement resulted
target thickness of 205 mg/cm2. The statistical error assoc
ated with this value is rather small~1%!. The major contri-
bution to the systematic error is the uncertainty in the ex

TABLE I. Central kinematics for the pion angular distributio
measurements.

Kinematics up @°# Tp @MeV# up @°# Tp @MeV#

up540° 40.00 155.0 54.32 55.1
up560° 60.00 140.0 55.02 70.1
up580° 80.00 125.0 47.94 85.1
up5100° 100.00 110.0 39.37 100.1
up5120° 120.00 95.0 31.10 115.1
up5135° 135.00 87.5 25.93 122.6

FIG. 3. Sixfold differential cross section as a function of t
excitation energy, measured atup5120.0° andup531.1°. The
solid curve represents the end-point fit to the data.
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ing elastic electron-scattering cross-section data, which
about 3%@10#. The total systematic error in the (g,p2p)
cross sections is 6%.

The final cross sectionsd5s/dVpdVpdEp were deduced
from end-point fits to the spectra, as exemplified in Fig.
using the relation

d6s

dVpdVpdEpdEm
5

Ng~Ee ,Eg!

Eg

d5s

dVpdVpdEp

dEg

dEm
.

~7!

Here the quantityNg(Ee ,Eg) represents the Dalitz-Yenni
distribution of virtual photons@16#, simplified for infinitely
massive recoil@17#, anddEg /dEm is a recoil factor resulting
from the integration over missing energy. The uncertai
involved in using the Dalitz-Yennie shape of the virtual ph
ton spectrum instead of the recoil-corrected Tiator-Wrig
shape is largest for theup5135° measurement~about 1%!.
Near the end point the difference is somewhat larger~about
5%!, but as the dominant statistical weight comes from
region between 2 and 5 MeV, where the uncertainty is 1%
less, the overall systematic uncertainty related to the cho
shape of the virtual photon spectrum is only 1%.

The kinematic settings of the experiment are presente
Tables I and II, the measured cross sections in Tables III
IV. Note that the data point atup5120° and pm
5100 MeV/c appears in both sets of tables.

The experiment consisted of two parts. A proton angu
distribution was measured with a fixed backward pion an
of 120°, a kinematic domain where the cross section is w
described in the model of Lee, Wright, and Bennhold, b
with little sensitivity to theD contribution. These data serv
to verify with higher precision than before whether the qu
sifree D-production formalism can properly describe th
(g,p2p) cross section. Moreover, the precision of t
present experiment enabled us to extract information on

TABLE II. Central kinematics for the proton angular distribu
tion measurements.

Kinematics up @°# Tp @MeV# up @°# Tp @MeV#

pm557 MeV/c 120.00 95.0 25.93 115.3
pm5100 MeV/c 120.00 95.0 31.10 115.1
pm5150 MeV/c 120.00 95.0 37.09 114.6
pm5200 MeV/c 120.00 95.0 43.14 114.0
pm5250 MeV/c 120.00 95.0 49.28 113.2

TABLE III. Cross sectionsd5s/dVpdVpdEp @mb/MeV sr2# as
a function of up at an electron beam energy of 369.1 MeV a
pm5100 MeV/c. The indicated errors are statistical only.

up @°# sp1/2
sp3/2

40 0.16060.032 0.20660.059
60 0.13560.016 0.23960.043
80 0.14760.016 0.28460.049

100 0.10060.018 0.32260.051
120 0.12660.019 0.27660.049
135 0.16760.025 0.41360.049
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3466 PRC 58M. A. van UDEN et al.
neutron bound-state wave functions from these data. He
the hitherto unexplored spectroscopic strength for 1p neu-
trons in 16O can be determined. In the second part of
experiment a pion angular distribution was measured a
fixed missing momentum of 100 MeV/c. The measured ki-
nematic domain also included the forward pion angl
where the cross section is increasingly sensitive to the c
tribution of theD, thus yielding information about possibl
medium modifications of theD. The missing momentum wa
fixed at 100 MeV/c by varying both the pion angle~in large
steps! and the proton angle~in relatively small steps!.

V. RESULTS

A. Proton angular distributions

In Figs. 4 and 5 the data for the proton angular distrib
tion for the ground state and first excited state, respectiv
are shown together with plane wave impulse approxima
~PWIA!, local DWIA, and nonlocal DWIA calculations. Th
harmonic oscillator range parameter used in the calculat
is b51.81 fm, corresponding to a rms radius of the neut
1p wave function of 2.86 fm. Spectroscopic factorsSa of 1.2
and 2.4 have been applied for the ground state and first
cited state, respectively. The nonlocal DWIA calculations
in good agreement with the data, confirming the validity
the quasifree DWIA framework at a pion angle of 120°. T
difference between the local and nonlocal DWIA curv
shows the importance of accounting for nonlocal effects
the (g,p2p) reaction. From the difference between t

TABLE IV. Cross sectionsd5s/dVpdVpdEp @mb/MeV sr2# as
a function of up at an electron beam energy of 369.1 MeV a
up5120°. The indicated errors are statistical only.

up @°# pm @MeV/c# sp1/2
sp3/2

25.93 57 0.05360.014 0.20160.037
31.10 100 0.12660.019 0.27660.049
37.09 150 0.07760.013 0.22960.034
43.14 200 0.02460.009 0.11460.024
49.28 250 0.01060.007 0.02260.015

FIG. 4. Cross section for the proton angular distribution of
reaction16O(g,p2p) at up5120°, leading to the ground state i
15O. The curves represent calculations with a rms radius of 2.86
for the neutron wave function andSa51.2.
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PWIA and DWIA curves it is deduced that the final-sta
interaction reduces the cross section by a factor of 2 in th
kinematics.

An improved description of the data was obtained by
ting the spectroscopic factor and the radius of the bou
state wave function. The results of this fit are displayed
Figs. 6 and 7. For both the 1p1/2 shell and the 1p3/2 shell a
good description of the data is obtained. The numerical
sults for the rms radii of the neutrons and the correspond
spectroscopic factors are shown in Table V, where they
compared to the rms radii and spectroscopic factors forp
protons in16O derived from high resolution16O(e,e8p) data
@10#. The errors listed in Table V for the proton results re
resent the full range of possible values for the rms radii a
spectroscopic factors that was obtained by using differ
potentials to describe the final-state interaction. The err
for the (g,p2p) results are statistical only. Thus far no sy
tematic study of the uncertainty related to the optical pot
tials used in the (g,p2p) calculation has been performed.

The rms radii of the neutron wave functions extract
from the (g,p2p) data using the nonlocal DWIA formalism
are in good agreement with the values for the proton w
functions. The local DWIA values are about 15% higher th
the proton values.

m

FIG. 5. As in Fig. 4, but for the 6.176 MeV state andSa52.4.

FIG. 6. Cross sections for the proton angular distribution of
reaction 16O(g,p2p), leading to the ground state in15O. The
curves are fitted to the data, with the rms radius of the neut
bound-state wave function and the spectroscopic factor treate
free parameters.
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The neutron spectroscopic factors derived from
(g,p2p) data are consistent with those derived for the p
ton from the reaction (e,e8p). The value for the 1p1/2 neu-
tron shell is somewhat low but not inconsistent with the c
responding proton result. It should be noted that the va
quoted for the 1p3/2 shell includes all 1p3/2 strength between
excitation energies from 6 to 11 MeV. The 1p3/2 proton
strength is known to be fragmented~see Ref.@10#! in this
domain, but as all this strength is effectively included in t
(g,p2p) end-point fit, the contribution of all states observ
in this domain in the reaction (e,e8p) has to be summed fo
a proper comparison. The spectroscopic factors evaluate
ing the local DWIA calculation are significantly below th
proton values, showing once more the importance of non
cality effects in the reaction (g,p2p).

The present results for the spectroscopic strengths of
trons in a complex nucleus are the first ones obtained via
electromagnetically induced reaction. Such results can
be obtained with the quasifree reaction (e,e8n). However,
this type of experiment is much more laborious to perfo
because of the difficulty to achieve the required high reso
tion and to detect neutral particles in a hostile electron be
environment. In the present experiment this difficulty w
circumvented by detecting charged particles in high reso

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 6, but for the 6.176 MeV state.

TABLE V. Fit values of rms radius and spectroscopic factor
the 1p1/2 and 1p3/2 neutron shells in16O, determined from the
present16O(g,p2p) data. The corresponding proton results deriv
from (e,e8p) data @10# are also listed. The errors in the (e,e8p)
results include model uncertainties, while the errors in the (g,p2p)
results are statistical only.

rms radius@fm#

(e,e8p) (g,p2p)
Nonlocal Local

1p1/2 2.9060.07 2.8660.17 3.4060.33
1p3/2 2.7460.06 2.8060.13 3.1460.19

Sa

(e,e8p) (g,p2p)
Nonlocal Local

1p1/2 1.2560.03 0.9660.19 0.4960.11
1p3/2 2.6560.22 2.8160.43 1.5660.24
e
-

-
e

us-

-

u-
n

so

-
m
s
-

tion magnetic spectrometers. Obviously, the reaction mec
nism for the reaction (g,p2p) is less well known than tha
of the reaction (e,e8n), but the good description of our ex
perimental cross sections lends support to the conclusion
the deduced neutron spectroscopic factors are accura
within 20%. The established values demonstrate for the
time that the observed@10# large depletion of proton valenc
shells in16O ~which was also observed for a large number
other nuclei @20#! is also present for the neutron valen
shells in16O. This confirms the explanation for such a dep
tion that was given@21# in terms of long- and short-rang
correlations, which are expected to affect both neutron
proton wave functions in a similar way.

B. Pion angular distributions

In Figs. 8 and 9 the results for the pion angular distrib
tion are displayed. The nonlocal and local DWIA calcul
tions have been evaluated using a neutron rms radius of
fm and spectroscopic factors of 1.2 and 2.4 for the 1p1/2 and
1p3/2 states, respectively. Also shown is a nonlocal calcu
tion using the rms radii and spectroscopic factors extrac
from the proton angular distribution, as listed in Table V.
should be noted that the dashed curves in Figs. 8 and 9
uncertain by 20% due to the errors quoted in Table V.

FIG. 8. Cross section for the pion angular distribution of t
reaction16O(g,p2p), leading to the ground state in15O. The solid
and dotted curves are evaluated using an rms radius of 2.86 fm
a spectroscopic factor of 1.2, while the dashed curve was evalu
using the values displayed in Table V.

FIG. 9. Same as in Fig. 8 but for the 6.176 MeV state.
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At backward pion angles the calculations are in go
agreement with the data for both states. This confirms
expectation that at backward pion angles—where the B
terms dominate over theD term—the cross section can b
well described using a quasifree reaction mechanism.

For the 1p1/2 shell all calculations essentially agree wi
the data. The curve based on the fittedSa value is somewha
low, but still consistent with the data, if the aforemention
20% uncertainty is considered.

For the 1p3/2 shell the nonlocal calculations overestima
the data at forward pion angles. In fact, the calculation ba
on the experimentally determined rms radius and spec
scopic factor overestimates the 1p3/2 data by 50% forup

560°. In this domain similar calculations overestimated
MIT data by a factor of 4. On the other hand, a rece
12C(g,p1n) experiment@22# did not reveal any discrepanc
between DWIA calculations and the data. This experim
was performed at Mainz with real photons at incident pho
energies close to the ones of the present experiment. H
ever, the energy resolution of the Mainz experiment~8 MeV!
and the photon energy binning~40 MeV! may have washed
out any discrepancy. Moreover, the data were not compa
to the same type of nonlocal DWIA calculations as us
here.

The seemingly different behavior of the 1p1/2 and 1p3/2
transitions is difficult to understand because most ingredie
of the DWIA (g,p2p) calculations are not—or only
mildly—spin dependent. Moreover, an explanation in ter
of a medium modification of theD is unlikely, as there are no
calculations predicting a large influence of medium effe
on the 1p3/2 shell that are absent on the 1p1/2 shell. On the
other hand, in Ref.@2# it was shown that theE2/M1 ratio
influences the pion angular distribution. TheE2/M1 ratio
represents the contribution from the transverse quadru
component of theD, which gives rise to a smalld-state com-
ponent. This ratio ranges from 0 to25 % depending on the
theoretical approach involved. A variation of theE2 contri-
bution within this range has only little influence on the cro
section@2#. This influence is peaked around a pion angle
.
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80° and is also large at backward pion angles (>120°). A
reduction of theE2/M1 ratio enhances the cross secti
around 80° and reduces it at backward pion angles, and
versa. Hence, in order to explain the different behavior of
pion angular distributions theE2/M1 ratio must be different
for the two transitions: thep1/2 distribution should favor a
larger E2/M1 ratio and thep3/2 a smaller one. We do no
know any calculations that predict such an effect.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented the results of a high resolutionp2p
electroproduction experiment on16O in which it was pos-
sible to separate the ground state and first excited stat
15O. From the data photoproduction cross sections were
duced as a function of both proton and pion angle.

The proton angular distributions are well reproduced
DWIA calculations, thus confirming the quasifree nature
the (g,p2p) reaction in the present kinematic domain. T
results demonstrate that the (g,p2p) reaction at backward
pion angles is well understood and can be used to study
dynamics of neutrons in complex nuclei. The data have b
used to determine the rms radius and spectroscopic facto
the 1p1/2 and 1p3/2 neutron wave functions in16O. The re-
sults are in remarkable agreement with those derived fr
16O(e,e8p) data for the corresponding proton orbitals@10#.
Therefore, they further corroborate the explanation given
the large depletion of valence nucleon shells in terms
long- and short-range correlations@21#.

At backward angles the measured pion angular distri
tions and calculations are in fair agreement. At forward p
angles they revealed a slightly different behavior for t
1p1/2 and 1p3/2 shells, which was not expected. However,
has been argued that it is unlikely that this difference is
lated to modifications of theD inside a nucleus.
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